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NEWS 
Well Done, SuperMUC-NG 
Up to 160 interested people logged on to this special topic: The Status and Results Workshop of the Leibniz Supercomputing 
Centre (LRZ), which took place as virtual-only event, attracted a lot of attention. From June 8 to June 10, 2021, scientists discussed 

their results of SuperMUC-NG. And they are impressive: Since the 
start in 2019, the 311,040 compute cores of the supercomputer in 
Garching have worked almost 30 billion hours and completed 
around 195.000 jobs and 840 excellent research projects. They 
modeled what happens in small and large turbulence, in air and 
water flows, even in fire. 17 of the 26 lectures are available as LRZ 
Lectures on Demand via the LRZ YouTube channel. They are 
definitely worth watching and listening to as the scientists address 
their challenges and workarounds and solutions for their High 
Performance Computing (HPC) projects.  

Prof. Volker Springel of the Max Planck Institute for Astrophysics 
vividly described how his team used sophisticated modeling 
techniques to track a trillion particles and the distribution of 
matter in the universe in a cube with an edge length of several 
billion light years. The simulations of the multiple award-winning 
Millennium TNG Runs provide about a petabyte of data, 

reconstruct the evolution of billions of galaxies and black holes since the Big Bang, and incidentally explain physical processes that 
also take place on Earth.  

Simulate and Visualize 

The wide variety of presentations during the HPC workshop shows that demand for HPC is growing in other fields of science as 
well – e.g. in natural, engineering, biological or environmental sciences, as well as in pharmaceuticals and medicine. SuperMUC-
NG simulated the impact of earthquakes, calculated the effects of climate change for emissions from road and air traffic, and 
modeled blood flow through veins: For this last project, led by the research consortium CompBioMed, LRZ experts completed a 
visualization on SuperMUC-NG that shows in high resolution how blood is pumped through the veins in the forearm during a 
heartbeat: enabling medical professionals to learn and understand better and faster. The "HPC in Science  and Engineering” report 
book, that came out shortly before the event, gives insights in even more research projects on SuperMUC-NG. 

However, the Status and Results Workshop did not only present excellent research results, colleagues also described what LRZ 
has to offer for researchers and students: 

• Those who use the SuperMUC-NG and the computing resources of the LRZ get access to the LRZ Compute Cloud and can build 
their own compute infrastructure there with the help of virtual machines. The Compute Cloud consists of 100 compute, GPU and 
Huge Nodes and offers storage space of around 750 terabytes for currently around 1000 users. Data from the cloud will not be 
transferred directly to the supercomputers, but via Data Science Storage- or DSS containers. 

• The management of research data (RDM) is gaining importance in HPC, for which LRZ experts are currently creating a concept 
and the first tools. Measured values from projects or research results should be easy to find online - also for control and further 
use - and openly accessible to others, i.e. FAIR (findable, accessable, interoperable, reusable). With standards from Invenio and 
DataCite, a test system is currently being set up with which data sets on the LRZ storage systems can be provided with so-called 
Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) and metadata on authorship and content. These are still developments, but the FDM team is already 
helping when it comes to data management, 

• Methods for Artificial intelligence and deep learning enable 
researchers to evaluate data faster and to assess it better - not 
only at HPC. The LRZ does not only offer various technical 
resources for the development and training of artificial 
intelligence and neural networks, but the Big Data & Artificial 
Intelligence (BDAI) team also offers extensive counseling and 
intensive support for researchers. 

• Time passes faster for a supercomputer - after just over two 
years in operation, SuperMUC-NG (photo right) will be 
extended with Phase 2. The system will integrate 240 GPU, 
which will also enable artificial intelligence and deep learning 
methods. An Infiniband network ensures the fastest possible 
data transfer. One more way in which the LRZ is responding to 
the increase in Big Data in research. 

https://hpc-workshop.lrz.de/
https://doku.lrz.de/display/PUBLIC/Usage+Statistics+for+SuperMUC-NG
https://doku.lrz.de/display/PUBLIC/Usage+Statistics+for+SuperMUC-NG
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrd241mGQGNRxI2sCpGGmYHD9u7FBVr-P
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium-Simulation
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Millennium-Simulation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKUiPpZ7Xn8&list=PLrd241mGQGNRxI2sCpGGmYHD9u7FBVr-P&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKUiPpZ7Xn8&list=PLrd241mGQGNRxI2sCpGGmYHD9u7FBVr-P&index=2
https://doku.lrz.de/display/PUBLIC/Books+with+results+on+LRZ+HPC+Systems?preview=%2F43320893%2F77103856%2F2020_SuperMUC-Results-Reports-hires.pdf
https://doku.lrz.de/display/PUBLIC/Compute+Cloud
https://servicedesk.lrz.de/
https://doku.lrz.de/display/PUBLIC/LRZ+AI+Systems
https://doku.lrz.de/display/PUBLIC/LRZ+AI+Systems
https://www.lrz.de/presse/ereignisse/2021-05-04-SuperMUC-NG-Phase-2_ENG/


• New computing technologies, the integration of HPC and artificial intelligence - the need for consulting is growing, and Big Data 
is also increasing the demand for compute power from scientific fields that were previously only rarely represented at the LRZ. 
The computing centre is responding to this with a mentoring program, providing researchers with mentors who are well 
experienced in HPC, know tricks and pitfalls, and are accompanying compute projects even more intensively. They help optimize 
codes and algorithms and, if necessary, link researchers with LRZ specialists from other departments - for example, in the area of 
big data or research data management. They ensure progress in the projects and efficient use of computing power for all involved:  

• The Future Computing program is recently established at LRZ: Innovative computer technology will be tested, researched and 
optimized here - also in cooperation with manufacturing companies. HPC architectures become more and more diverse, new 
workloads arise and so do new demands. The LRZ wants to gain better understanding and develop solutions with the help of 
BEAST. To this end, the team evaluates and compares representative HPC codes in this testbed, which is composed of the latest 
components. Here, students can gain know-how about innovative computer architectures during an internship, try out the 
programmability of state-of-the-art processors and test the energy efficiency of future HPC systems. With the help of BEAST LRZ 
also exchanges challenges of new techniques with research partners. 

•With the Quantum Integration Centre (QIC), LRZ is bundling its quantum computing activities. Services already existing include 
a software quantum simulator from Intel, running on SuperMUC-NG, as well as the Atos Quantum Learning Machine. They can be 
used to develop initial algorithms for future technology, learn new programming methods, and verify results from quantum 
calculations. In various partnerships, the LRZ is working on integrating the first-generation quantum processors (QPU) into its high-
performance systems in order to optimize them and bring them into everyday (scientific) life more quickly. This also increases the 
LRZ's offering for data-intensive research.  

• Trainings and workshops have long had a good tradition at the LRZ: students, scientists and specialists can learn all the necessary 
techniques for supercomputing and data analysis from scratch here, from programming language and code optimization to 
training of neuronal networks: since Corona, the course offering has moved more and more online, independent of location. 
Experienced instructors from our own ranks or professionals from academic computing centers and universities, the Gauss Centre 
for Supercomputing and the Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe (PRACE), with which the LRZ collaborates strongly, 
train and share their knowledges with the participants. 

 

Assessing water quality and work against drought 
Detect pollutants and mitigate scarcity: water is a precious commodity, and after the last few dry summers in Germany this 
realization is becoming increasingly prevalent in our everyday lives. The Leibniz Supercomputing Centre (LRZ) is involved in two 

research projects on water: K2I, or "Artificial and Collective 
Intelligence for Trace Material Tracking in Surface Water for 
Sustainable Drinking Water Production", is funded by the 
German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) 
with nearly one million euros (grant number 02WDG1593A-D) 
and aims to use artificial intelligence methods to build a smart 
system for assessing water quality and warning against 
pollution. In turn, the "Useful Water" study explores concepts 
and management strategies for reusing water as an alternative 
resource for urban and rural irrigation. 

Data Management and Analysis Tools 

About one third of the drinking water in Germany is taken from 
rivers, lakes or other groundwater sources on the earth's 
surface. However, pollutants and toxins from industry, 
agriculture, wastewater or soil erosion and seepage can 
contaminate them. This often goes unnoticed or is noticed too 

late, and it is usually difficult to identify the sources. The remedy is to be found in an app or cloud-based warning and control 
system that collects mass spectrometry data from laboratories, evaluates it using smart technologies and checks the water quality 
in the process. The focus is on detecting contamination from organic substances. "LRZ brings to K2I its expertise in managing 
research data and in dealing with machine learning and artificial intelligence methods," said Dr. Wolfgang Kurtz, who coordinates 
K2I at LRZ. "We will deal with the processing, analysis, storage and retrieval of measurement data and provide suitable analysis 
tools." 

In addition to the LRZ, K2I involves the Chair of Water Chemistry and Chemical Balneology of Prof. Dr. Martin Elsner at the 
Technical University of Munich (TUM), the Water Technology Center of the German Technical and Scientific Association for Gas 
and Water (TZW:DVGW), a research and consulting organization for the water industry, and the regional water supply company. 
The company supplies drinking water to around three million people in southern Germany each year, for example from the Danube 
and Lake Constance. In addition, municipal waterworks are integrated. 

https://doku.lrz.de/display/PUBLIC/Compact+guide+to+Initial+Project+Letters
https://www.lrz.de/presse/ereignisse/2020-11-06_BEAST/
https://www.lrz.de/presse/ereignisse/2021-04-30-Quantum-Computing/
https://app1.edoobox.com/en/LRZ/
https://nachrichten.idw-online.de/2021/06/17/neues-bmbf-projekt-wie-kuenstliche-intelligenz-helfen-kann-unerwuenschte-stoffe-im-wasser-aufzuspueren/
https://nachrichten.idw-online.de/2021/06/17/neues-bmbf-projekt-wie-kuenstliche-intelligenz-helfen-kann-unerwuenschte-stoffe-im-wasser-aufzuspueren/
https://nachrichten.idw-online.de/2021/06/17/neues-bmbf-projekt-wie-kuenstliche-intelligenz-helfen-kann-unerwuenschte-stoffe-im-wasser-aufzuspueren/
https://wwwt3.ch.tum.de/hydrochemistry/home/
https://tzw.de/
https://www.lw-online.de/


Living with drought 

Meanwhile, the "Useful Water" study, which is also funded by the BMBF and coordinated by 
Prof. Dr. Jörg Drewes' TUM Chair of Urban Water Management, is tracing the water shortage in 
the Bavarian Franconia region and looking for strategies to combat drought: the recovery and 
recycling of wastewater is one measure. As a technical partner, the LRZ is taking care of collecting 
and centralize measurement data from laboratories and from partner organizations, as well as 
setting up a cloud-based management tool to determine water demand. "Sensors and Internet 
of Things technology are used here, recording soil moisture, groundwater levels, irrigation 
amounts, meteorological readings and more," reports Helmut Heller, who oversees Useful Water 
at the LRZ. "This data is compiled in the LRZ Compute Cloud, archived and made available online 
for all parties involved." In addition to ground areas, around 25 wells and other things are 
networked in this way. The data is already flowing into an irrigation app used by the 
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Landtechnik und Landwirtschaftliches Bauwesen (ALB Bayern e.V.) to provide farmers and gardeners with 
weather-dependent forecasts for the irrigation of fields, beds and parks. 

 

Quantum Computing in Practice 
Quantum computers are still experimental devices with limited practical application, but it is worth thinking about software for 
the next generation of computersystems and learning new programming today. The first quantum simulators and processors 
(QPU) are accessible to research and industry via the cloud, and the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre (LRZ) provides scientists access 
to an Intel software quantum simulator, which is running on SuperMUC-NG, and to the Quantum Learning Machine (QLM) from 
Atos. For the June’s meeting, Bavarian Quantum Computing eXchange (BQCX.de) invited two experts who work with algorithms 
and artificial intelligence methods for quantum computing: Dr. Sonika Lohri is developing applications for the new computers at 
the U.S. manufacturer of quantum processors IonQ, with a particular focus on Big Data applications and quantum machine 
learning; Dr. Jeanette Lorenz manages the Bavarian Competence Center for Quantum Security and Data Science at the 
Fraunhofer Institut für Kognitive Systeme (IKS), in which the LRZ participates, she also explores smart systems and finds that 
quantum methods can enrich classical neural networks 

Machine Learning with Quantum Computing 

In her talk, Dr. Sonika Lohri first described the special requirements of quantum processors that work with ion traps to produce 
qubits. IonQ relies on this technology and offers QPUs with 11 and 32 qubits. In partnerships with other companies, the processors 

have been tested on standard machine learning algorithms. In 
one of these experiments, for example, classical machine 
learning methods were tried on the quantum states of the 11-
qubit processor, and the new system processed data with nearly 
the same level of accuracy and was even faster than classical 
computers at some tasks. Lohri concludes from such 
experiences: First, it makes sense to develop hardware and 
software in parallel for quantum computing, also to control 
quantum hardware. The processors are still prone to error and 
unreliable, but in cooperation with classical computers and with 
data analysis driven by Artificial Intelligence, their results could 
be checked and the technology further improved. Second, 
according to Lohri, machine learning applications for quantum 
computing could soon improve speech recognition, customer 
recommendation processing, even fraud detection. 

Hybrid Algorithms accelerate Smart Systems 

Qubits are unstable and can only be used for fractions of a 
second. For better reliability, thousands or even millions of 
qubits would have to be able to work simultaneously. However, 

QPU with around 50 qubits are currently on the market, IBM is planning the first processor with more than 1,000 qubits for 2023. 
According to Dr. Jeanette Lorenz of the IKS, we will have to work with a limited number of qubits and noisy quantum gates for 
some time to come. But in collaboration with classical ones, quantum computers could already play out some advantages. Lorenz 
is therefore focusing on hybrid algorithms enriched by quantum methods. Neural networks that contain layers of quantum circuits 
can be trained more efficiently for tasks - one reason why programming on simulators already makes sense for students and 
researchers. Quantum circuits could be used to improve equations such as the Fourier Transformation, the HHL algorithm for 
linear equations and various Kernel Methods, the base for many artificial neural networks: This could already reduce computing 
time, for example in route planning in logistics, diagnostics in medicine, and the search for ingredients for materials or drugs. (vs) 

http://www.nutzwasser.org/
https://www.bgu.tum.de/sww/startseite/
https://www.bgu.tum.de/sww/forschung/wasserwiederverwendung/
https://www.alb-bayern.de/De/Bewaesserung/Steuerungsmodelle/steuerung-beregnung-entscheidungshilfe_BewaesserungsApp.html
https://bqcx.de/
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=Jyl8v2IAAAAJ&hl=en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pd-dr-jeanette-lorenz-37270914b/?originalSubdomain=de
https://www.bayern-innovativ.de/kompetenzprofil/bayqs-bayerisches-kompetenzzentrum-fuer-quanten-security-und-data-science
https://www.iks.fraunhofer.de/de/institut-kognitive-systeme.html
https://ionq.com/company/
https://ionq.com/posts/december-10-2020-running-machine-learning-algorithms-on-ionq-computers
https://ionq.com/posts/december-10-2020-running-machine-learning-algorithms-on-ionq-computers


The End of Testemony 
There is not much time left to question the survivors of the Holocaust and other contemporary witnesses of the Nazi terror about 
their experiences: But digital techniques could keep memories alive. Until November 14, 2021, the Munich Documentation Centre 

for the History of National Socialism is dealing with the "End of 
Testemony" and shows possibilities, techniques and methods 
how we can deal with video interviews, literary testimonies or 
with the new, virtual alter egos of eyewitnesses.  

The project "Learning with Digital Contemporary Witnesses" 
(LediZ) of the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität Munich (LMU) 
and supported by the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre (LRZ) will 
be part of the exhibition. Visitors can get to know the Jewish 
doctor Eva Umlauf and Abba Naor, author, agent and activist, 
and ask them questions about their lives and their experiences 
with National Socialism. Users experience these testemonies 
as if Eva Umlauf and Abba Naor were sitting in front of the 
audience. For this effect, extensive interviews with the two 
were recorded in 2D and 3D technology, and then the 
questions were varied using a specially developed speech 
recognition system. During playback, this artificially intelligent 
program ensures that the answers are output to match the 

questions asked. The research team led by Prof. Anja Ballis and Prof. Dr. Markus Gloe (LMU) is using the program to investigate 
how virtual contemporary witnesses are perceived by students of history and politics and how these encounters have a longer-
term effect. 

The browser-based 2D version, hosted by the LRZ, will be used in the exhibition "End of Testemony”. In August, there will also be 
a few dates when visitors can try out the 3D-glasses, for which the LRZ is providing the hardware. In tests, Ballis repeatedly 
observes "magic moments" when test subjects fall under the spell of the virtual witnesses: "Some students are very nervous when 
they ask questions. They don't want to ask the wrong thing. And often a happy mood arises when the contemporary witnesses 
give a meaningful answer to their own question," the professor reports. "We see the virtualization of eyewitness accounts as a 
great opportunity for the didactic teaching of material, because teachers and learners thereby engage with the art of asking 
questions, which is far too often neglected in learning."

 

Figures of the Month 
In collaboration with researchers from the European Centre of Excellence CompBioMed and the University College London (UCL), 
the Centre for Virtual Reality and Visualization (V2C) of the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre has used a wide variety of data, 

simulations and modeling to depict blood flow in the forearm, 
during one heartbeat. For the three-dimensional visualization, 
1500 nodes of SuperMUC-NG were busy for about 80 minutes. It 
is composed of 64 individual time steps, each with 7.4 gigabytes 
of output; the animation has a total data volume of 474 gigabytes. 
About 65 million data points were processed to represent the 
blood flow in the arteries, and about 166.7 million data points for 
the blood flow in the veins. The programs used were HemeLB, a 
highly scalable 3D blood flow solver, and Intel OSPRay Studio, an 
open-source program for rendering interactive applications. The 
high-resolution animation can now be viewed and explored with 
virtual reality glasses. Online the team explains the development 
of workflows for visualization. 

 

WORKSHOPS & EVENTS 
NewTechnologies for Supercomputing 
Artificial intelligence methods, data analysis, new tools and techniques for supercomputing - the Association for Computing 
Machinery ACM, the Swiss Computing Center CSCS and SIGHPC Education invite you to the #PASC21 conference. From July 5 to 
9, 2021, the focus will be on methods, tools and many tricks for supercomputing. The LRZ will be represented at the five-day 
program with a lecture on artificial intelligence on parallel systems. Information and registration. 

https://www.ns-dokuzentrum-muenchen.de/wechselausstellung/ende-der-zeitzeugenschaft/
https://www.ns-dokuzentrum-muenchen.de/wechselausstellung/ende-der-zeitzeugenschaft/
https://www.lrz.de/presse/ereignisse/2020-01-22_LediZ-_ENG_/
https://www.lrz.de/presse/ereignisse/2020-01-22_LediZ-_ENG_/
https://www.perlentaucher.de/buch/abba-naor/ich-sang-fuer-die-ss.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Dx6pqT9byU
https://youtu.be/4i954N6Ksjk
https://pasc21.pasc-conference.org/


Cybersecurity - new Tools and Techniques 
Cybersecurity is the focus of Code2021, which the Universität der Bundeswehr is hosting from 20 to 22 July 2021. Science and 
industry will present new tools and techniques for more IT security and data protection. Research projects and posters can be 
submitted until 11 July. A large part of Code2021 will be devoted to the European network project CONCORDIA. 55 partners, 
including the LRZ, are building a cybersecurity competence network for Europe. Those responsible for the project will provide 
information on the latest status. Information and registration 

Computing with Python 
SciPy 2021, the conference for scientific computing with Python, will take place from 12 to 18 July 2021 as a virtual event and will 
bring together industry, science, politics from all over the world. For seven days, the latest projects around the programming 
scheme will be presented, experienced developers will show their tricks for Python in tutorials and workshops, and the community 
will also work together on codes in two days. LRZ specialists will also be present with tutorials and presentations. Information and 
registration  

Building the Digital Twin 
Papers and research posters can be submitted until July 12 for the Virtual Human conference, which the CompBioMed Center of 
Excellence is organizing online this year. CompBioMed is an international research consortium building the digital twin: From 
September 15 to 17, 2021, existing biomedical applications and software will be presented, as well as methods for visualizing, 
virtualizing and simulating functions of the human body, bone structure or organs. The LRZ is represented with lectures on 
visualization and adaptation of existing programs and applications for exascale systems, Prof. Dr. Dieter Kranzlmüller and Dr. David 
Wifling from LRZ are responsible as Programme Chaisr for the topic Methods. Information and registration  

Deep Learning and GPU Programming 
The OpenACC and CUDA programming languages can be used to accelerate HPC applications, but also to train neural networks 
and use them for pattern recognition or data analysis. In this four-day workshop from July 12 to 15, 2021, participants will also 
learn how to parallelize the training of deep and machine learning systems on multi-GPU. The online workshop combines lectures 
with hands-on exercises. Information and registration. 

Quantum Computing and Science 
Quantum theories, quantum computing, quantum simulators and research fields such as physics or chemistry that also deal with 
quantum: From 19 to 23 July, the Munich Center for Quantum Science and Technology invites you to its exchange conference. 
The list of speakers is international and highly inspiring. The MCQST2021 is primarily intended to connect scientists - anyone who 
is involved in quantum computing and technologies is in the right place here. Information and registration  

Supercomputing without Borders 
What is actually going on in Africa in terms of supercomputing? And what ideas have been developed in India for high-performance 
computing? Answers to these questions will be provided during the 7th Supercomputing Frontiers Europe. The Interdisciplinary 
Center for Mathematical and Numerical Modeling at the University of Warsaw invites to lectures, workshops, discussions and 
networking from July 19 to 23, 2021. In addition to speakers from all over the world, there will be a lot of new information about 
new architectures for exascale times, about the best ways to network memory with supercomputing, HOPC from the cloud or 
about the convergence of HPC and quantum as well as supercomputing and artificial intelligence. Information and registration 

The challenge of Quantum Computing 
Quantum technologies are still young and in the experimental stage. But the community is already networking and discussing 
innovations, challenges and opportunities: from 29 November to 2 December 2021, for example, at the European Quantum 
Technology Conference, which will take place virtually. Topics for lectures, workshops and tutorials as well as research posters 
can be submitted until 19 July. Information and registration 

Crash Course for the LRZ Linux Cluster 
On July 21, 2021, beginners in high-performance computing (HPC) can learn about working on parallel computing systems. The 
focus of the one-day crash course is on computational fluid dynamics (CFD), i.e. the simulation and representation of flows and 
motions of and in gases or liquids, using the ANSYS programs as well as StarCCM+. The Linux cluster systems of the LRZ, their user 
environment and various access options are explained. Information and registration.  

MPI and the Next Performance Level for HPC 
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is the focus of the EuroMPI conference, which will take place on September 7, 2021 at the 
Leibniz Supercomputing Center (LRZ) in Garching near Munich. Users and researchers will discuss newly proposed concepts of the 
programming scheme and extensions to the MPI standard, libraries and languages based on MPI, as well as necessary interfaces 
to other standards in parallel programming. Of course, it also deals with applications and their adaptations to new, more powerful 

https://www.unibw.de/code-events/
https://www.scipy2021.scipy.org/
https://www.scipy2021.scipy.org/
https://cbmc21.vfairs.com/
https://app1.edoobox.com/en/LRZ/Online%20Courses/Online%20Course.ed.547496/
https://www.mcqst.de/conference2021/
https://www.eqtc.org/
https://app1.edoobox.com/en/LRZ/Online%20Courses/Online%20Course.ed.593843/


computer architectures and networks. MPI goes Exascale. This year, Prof. Dr. Martin Schulz, Director of the LRZ, is responsible for 
the EuroMPI program. Information and registration 

Crash Course for the LRZ Linux Cluster 
On September 15, 2021, beginners in high-performance computing (HPC) can learn about working on parallel computing systems. 
The focus of the one-day crash course is on computational fluid dynamics (CFD), i.e. the simulation and representation of flows 
and motions of and in gases or liquids, using the ANSYS programs as well as StarCCM+. The Linux cluster systems of the LRZ, their 
user environment and various access options are explained. Information and registration. 

Thinking ahead with OpenMP  
There are still plans for a face-to-face event: The international OPenMP workshop will take place in Bristol from 15 to 17 
September. During the three days, experts from all over the world will discuss how the OpenMP programming scheme can be 
further developed, point out future trends and jointly search for solutions to problems and questions concerning Open MP. The 
LRZ is actively involved in the standardisation of the programming language, without which little or nothing runs on the SuperMUC-
NG. Information and registration 

Informatics 2021 - Ideas for the Future of IT 
Energy-efficient supercomputing, environmental research and artificial intelligence methods for parallel computer systems are 
the main topics of Informatik 2021 from September 27 to October 1, 2021. The annual conference of the Gesellschaft für 
Informatik addresses students with the presentation plenum "SKILL". Final papers are still being accepted until June 26, 2021. 
Information and registration 

Trends in Supercomputing  
The next Supercomputing (SC21) has already been scheduled. The US counterpart to ISC will start on November 14, 2021. The 
registration deadlines for papers, presentations and workshops will end at August, 6, 2021. The first program points are worked 
out. Leibniz Supercomputing Centre will also participate in this international conference and trade fair with projects. Cooperation 
partners present papers and are nominated for the well known Gordon Bell Award. 

Software Design with C++ 
Object-oriented (OO) software design with the C++ programming language is the focus of this three-day workshop from November 
17-19, 2021. Experts will discuss with participants the development principles, concepts, idioms and best practices for coding 
professional algorithms and applications. The course does not cover specialties of C++, but provides guidelines for developing 
mature, robust, and maintainable C++ code. Information and registration.. 

 

USED THINGS FOR FURTHER SERVICE 
The LRZ is always getting rid of used hardware and furniture - a constantly updated list of things we want to give away can be 
found here online. Employees of universities and authorities, scientists or students can register their interest under the mail 
addresses <althardware@lrz.de> or for furniture under <GM@lrz.de>. The equipment and furniture are free of charge. We will 
be happy to contact you.

 

JOB OFFERS 
You will find an international and diverse team in Garching, which is constantly growing. If you don't find a suitable job profile 
below, please visit the career page of the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre or send an unsolicited application. We are LRZ - and 
curious about you! 
 
Site Reliability Engineer for the management of the data science archive 
System-Engineer for High Performance Storage  
System Engineer for the development of storage services, e.g. BayernShare 
System-Administrator for the management of Windows-clients 
IT-Systemspecialist for support and management of more than 500 Linux servers in a VMware environment 
 
Assistants for organization, projects, events 
 
Student Assistant for ITSM software development 
Student Assistant for web backend development and the portal BAYSICS 
Student Assistants for the service desk 

 

https://www.eurompi21.lrz.de/
https://app1.edoobox.com/en/LRZ/Online%20Courses/Online%20Course.ed.593846/
https://www.iwomp.org/
https://skill.gi.de/fileadmin/TG/SKILL/cfp/2021/SKILL2021_-_CfP.pdf
https://informatik2021.gi.de/programmuebersicht
https://sc21.supercomputing.org/
https://sc21.supercomputing.org/submit/submission-deadlines/
https://app1.edoobox.com/en/LRZ/Online%20Courses/Online%20Course.ed.596757/
https://doku.lrz.de/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=79364633
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https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2012_initiativ/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2021-38_sra/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2021-23_High-Performance-Storage/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2021-22_Storage-Services/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2021-11_Client-Windows/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2021-32_Systemspezialist_in/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2021-36_KIA-PRO-Assistent_innen/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2021-39_shk-itsm/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2021-24_shk_baysics/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/stellen/2018-06_servicedesk/


MORE TO READ 
Here you will find links to latest information from the german-european supercomputing community and our cooperation partners 
• The newsletter of the Bavarian Academy for Science and Humanities 
• PublicationS of the Gauss Centre for Supercomputing (GCS): GCS-News und Inside  
• Infoletters oft he Gauß-Alliance 
• Publications of PRACE: PRACE Digest, Jahresbericht  

 

INFORMATIONS & IMPRINT 
• The LRZ Newsletter is published in German and English. You can find the latest and former editions on the LRZ-Website.  
• You have problems displaying the newsletter? Please send a description of your problem to< pr-team_AT_lrz.de>. Thank You! 
• You can subscribe or unsubscribe the LRZ-Newsletter via our website.  
• Current information about the LRZ and about courses and events can also be found on Twitter and LinkedIn. 
 
Editor: 
Leibniz-Supercomputing Centre (LRZ) of the Bavarian Academy of Science and Humanties 
Boltzmannstraße 1 
D-85748 Garching  
Phone: +49-89-35831-8000 
Telefax: +49-89-35831-9700 
E-Mail: pr-Team_AT_lrz.de; newsletter_AT_lrz.de 
Twitter: LRZ_DE 
LinkedIn: Leibniz-Rechenzentrum 
 
Editorial Office: PR-Team 
E-Mail: pr-team_AT_lrz.de; newsletter_AT_lrz.de 
Photos: IQM, E. Mayer/LRZ, I. McCollough/UCL, Max-Planck-Institute f. Astrophysik, Garching, NS-Documentaion Centre Munich, 
Nadine Shaabana/Unsplash, Anastasia Taioglu/Unsplash  

https://badw.de/die-akademie/presse/newsletter.html
https://www.gauss-centre.eu/news/publications/
https://gauss-allianz.de/de/info_letter
https://prace-ri.eu/news-media/publications/
https://www.lrz.de/wir/newsletter/
https://lists.lrz.de/mailman/listinfo/newsletter
https://twitter.com/LRZ_DE
https://www.linkedin.com/company/leibniz-supercomputing-centre/?viewAsMember=true
https://twitter.com/LRZ_DE
https://www.linkedin.com/
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